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Ike Beats Stevenson

Eisenhower In Landslide Victory,
Congressional Race Much Closer
By Al Hakes
Twenty years of Democratic rule came to an end early this

morning as Dwight D. Eisenhower led the Republican Party to its
first victory in a Presidential election since 1928. As closing reports
trickled in, Ike seemed well on his way to a popular majority of
nearly five million votes.

Two participants in last night's WVBC election roundup —Bob
Rubenstcin, left, and Alan Hakes —watch the teletype for late
flashes.
Photo by Barlow

Carroll, Goddard, Hakes,
Hale In Phi Beta Kappa
Warren Carroll, Alan Goddard,
Alan Hakes and William Hale
have been admitted to the Bates
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, Professor Berkclman revealed today.
All four Seniors arc doing honors studies and three are assistants in their major departments,
Goddard and Hale in the mathematics department, Hakes in the
government department. Carroll is
a history major. The election is the
first of two this academic year. Another group will be admitted in
May.
Criteria for the Phi Beta Kappa honor, according to Prof. Berkclman, secretary of the local
chapter,
is
basically
academic,
with intellectual initiative most
highly valued. The individual's
character, however, is also a very
important factor, and successful
honors work and outside activities
of an intellectual nature are also
considered. All Seniors with an
average about 3.4 since their
Freshman year are investigated for
these criteria, said Prof. Berkclman.
The national rules of the honor
society, the oldest of Greek letter
organizations, permits its
local
chapters to admit 15 per cent of
the Senior class each year. Bates,
however, never admits more than
12J/2 percent. Not over three percent are admitted in the fall, according to Prof. Berkelman.
Although Bates rarely admits
V2% percent, a full quota would
mean that about 20 Seniors would

become members of Phi Beta
Kappa this year.
Founded at Williamsburg, Va.,
in 1776, the society now makes its
headquarters there at the College
of William and Mary. Dr. Woodcock is president of the local
chapter.

Freshmen Sign
Honor Pledges
Freshman women will pledge
conformity with the girls' honor
system at the annual installation
service, which will take place
Sunday at 7 p. m. in the Chapel.
Lois Miller will discuss the
honor system, and will introduce
the members of the Stu-G board,
of which she is president. Each
freshman will then sign a book
containing the signatures of ali
past adherents to the system.
Prof. Smith will play appropriate
Bates songs on the organ. Patricia
Small is in charge of arrangements
for the ceremony.
The honor system is the basis
for the operation of Stu-G, according to Lois Miller. It does
away with the difficult problem of
checking up on individuals, and
tends to develop a mature attitude by making each girl responsible for her own conduct. A combination of
honor and social
pressure proves effective in handling the problem of discipline, said

Lois.
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at best a norrow margin could be
In winning, Ike rolled up one of hoped for.
the most spectacular sweeps in reIn Senate contests the GOP did
cent electoral history. With few much better than anticipated, with
states still undecided, the GOP Ike carrying many of his supportnominee was leading in 39 with ers with him, and there was some
electoral votes of 442, while his possibility that, contrary to all exDemocratic
opponent,
Governor pectations, the Republicans might
Adlai Stevenson, clung to nine take control. Unexpected victories
states with only 89 votes. Eisen- in Connecticut, Maryland, and Inhower appeared to have carried diana gave some hopes, and if Reevery state outside the South, and pubkeans could hold on to leads in
had even cut deeply into the solid- several other close races, the Senity of that normally Democratic ate would be theirs.
area.
Connecticut In Early
Ike Sweeps Key States
The first indications of an EisenEvery "key" state in the nation hower sweep came in Connecticut,
went into the Republican column. which reported early, and where
Ike built up an early lead in New Ike cut deeply into the urban labor
York, and was never headed there, vote, carrying Bridgeport and Waas rhe Democratic leaders conced- tcrbury. Further hints came in the
ed defeat there shortly after 1:00. South where the GOP standardPennsylvania, Illinois, and Massa- bearer built surprising early leads
chusetts shifted to the Republican In -( vcral states.
column after early
Democratic
Then as reports piled in. the
leads, and the Western states of Eisenhower lead grew steadily. Slate
Texas and California showed Eis- after state jumped into his colenhower ahead shortly after the umn, and as early as 11:30 last
returns began coming in.
night all the elements of a landThe size of the Eisenhower vic- slide were in the making. Radio
tory was ..I-ri.■-T completely unex- newscasters who had expected to
pected. Most pollsters and predic- be watching a close fight until well
tors, remembering 1948. were ex- after sunrise found themselves runtremely cautious about committing ning out of surprises shortly after
themselves, even when their fig- midnight, and when at 2:00 this
ures showed Ike ahead. Even up to morning Adlai Stevenson threw in
the last minute, most reports were the towel, it was all over but the
indicating "Eisenhower ahead but cheers and groans as far as th?
Stevenson gaining."
Presidential race was concerned.
LATE BULLETINS — HeTter
Pollsters Far Off
As a result the prognosticators came from behind and passed Dever
were perhaps farther "off" this in Massachusetts in late returns . ..
year than in 1948, although the dif- Whittier and Fingold winning . . .
ference is not so noticeable be- Kennedy still ahead at 6:00 . . .
cause an Eisenhower victory was Ike's popular vote the biggest for
not a complete surprise. The "si- a Republican in history, beating
lent" and undecided vote seem to Willkie's record of 22,300,000.
Stevenson, asked by a reporter
have gone overwhelmingly Republican rather than three to one if he would run in '56, said, "Have
that man's head examined" . . still
Democratic as they did in 1948.
The
Republican
victory
was wisecracking . . . Change Oracle:
largely a personal triumph for Stevenson and Kolovson leave on
Eisenhower. Almost universally he fishing trip . . . Truman dangling
ran well ahead of the rest of the in effigy outside Roger Rill this
party ticket, as polls had indicated morning.
he might, capitalizing on his tremendous personal popularity.
The editors and staff of
the STUDENT join with the
Congress Contest Close
entire campus in expressing
Both the House and Senate retheir sympathy to Mr. Wilfred
mained in doubt until well into the
Renaud, better known at Bates
morning, and it appeared that the
as "Bill the Barber," on the
final outcome of the race for conloss of his wife, Mrs. Laura T.
trol of Congress would not be clear
Renaud, who passed away at
until all the returns were in. In
her home Monday after a long
races for the House, Republicans
illness.
were steadily picking up seats, but
victory was by no means sure, and,

Debaters Clash
Over Election
Shoidd
Eisenhower be elected
president? was the issue that fired
the debate Wednesday evening when
Alan Hakes and Murray Bolduc challenged a Bowdoin team in the College
Chapel. With Bates taking the affirmative and Bowdoin supporting Stevenson the debate speeches began at
8 p. m. and were followed by an open
forum.
Robert Rubinstein, acting as moderator, opened the program by greeting the audience and introducing Murray Bolduc as the first speaker. Bolduc began his speech by pointing out
that the issue before them was "why
a change in the government is necessary." He listed three Democratic
attitudes — laxity toward communism, tendency toward excess expenditure and waste, and apathy toward
corruption — which, he said, showed
clearly the need of an immediate
change in administration and policy.
He closed by directing at the Bowdoin team the question : "Arc you gentlemen in favor of a change from the
present type of administration?"
Bowdoin Likes Stevenson
Bowdotn's first speaker, Charles
lirountas, answered that "we of the
(Continued on page three)

Plans Completed
For Coed Meals
By Dining Group
Final plans have been made for
periodic Sunday coed dining on the
two Sundays before and gfter
Thanksgiving.
Thursday, at a meeting of the
coed dining committee with Mr.
Ramsey, dining room supervisor,
it was decided that a preference
sheet will be distributed to all students that eat on campus. This
will
allow
students
to decide
whether they would rather eat at
the commons under a cafeteriastyle system, or at Rand Hall in
either of two family-style meals.
The committee will assign students
to either the Commons or Rand
Hall trying to conform to individual preference.
The coed dining plan, which
has already received administration
and student government approval.
goes into operation for the first
time on November 16. The other
dates this semester will be November 23, December 7 and 14. At the
end of the semester the govern( Continued on page three)
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Carnival Atmosphere At
WAA Hallowe'en Party
A large number of girls turned Hani looked into the future and
out for the WAA Halloween Party told fortunes.
Members of the board acted as
held after dinner in the Rand gym
barkers
for the competitive games
last
Wednesday.
A
carnival
such as pinning the mole on the
theme was carried out l>y having
nritch's nose, pitching pumpkin
ticket- given out at the door for seed- into the jack-o-lautern, and
admission to the various booths. throwing darts at balloons. The
Mysterious ghosts and witches race track attracted much interest
and a very novel kind of wolf from participants as they gathered
roamed around the gym, while a around to watch the star performgrotesque figure laughed fiendish- ers — four turtles — speed around
ly from its plan- 00 a stretcher on the card table.
the floor to provide additional
Prizes of Halloween candy were
I [alloween atmosphere.
awarded for success in the games.
The activities opened with Mis-, Apples were distributed as each
Cheseboro leading folk dancing, one left by the back door. Here
and the girls then dispersed to the the final surprise awaited them in
Other events. Profile tracings were the form of the dangling arm of a
done by Susan Ordway. Dressed skeleton and the wild screams of
in typical gypsy costume, Esther the "scarers".

THIS little piggy didn't run very far when Jay Chapman. Cyn
Parsons. Curt Osborne* and
during Friday Pig Chase.

unidentified cohort swooped on it
Photo by Conklin

Dean Demands
Baby Requests
Amidst spirited cheers, lively
marching, and returned alumni,
the largest Bates rally crowd of
the year followed the band as it
proceeded to Garcelon Field .last
Friday evening. After the parade,
the cheerleaders roused grandstand
spirit
with
cheers
of
T-E-A-M and F-I-G-H-T, following which the Master of Ceremonies, Dr. Crowley, took over the
program. He pointed out the fact
that the game Saturday was to be
one of biological note; the Polar
Hear, a fish-eating mammal, versus the Bobcat, a flesh-eater.
After "Texas" Jack Davis, the
campus mayor, greeted the crowd,
the hand played selections, and
then Dr. Crowley introduced the
Alumni speaker of the evening.
Levcrctt Cotton, Class of 1904.
Mr. Cotton recalled the BatesBowdoin game of his year which
ended in a 16-6 victory for Bates
and urged the team to do as well
again.
Dean Kolovson Speaks
Following the Alumni speaker,
Joe College, the evening's dean of
men, came to the fore with his
shot gun and a few timely notices
of import to the group. He reminded all students wishing to be
married or those couples wishing
to have babies, must have their
applications in by November 8th.
"All who violate will be ruthlessly
punished," promised the "dean".
At 8 o'clock sharp, the time
when Bates alumni throughout the
ter, George Gamble led the group
world are singing the Alma Ma(Continued on page three)

Holdren Issues Blast
At Senator McCarthy
"Through fear and lack of faith
we are
allowing a malignant
growth of greater danger than the
threat of Communism — McCarthyism."
Mr. Holdren, new assistant profesor of ccoonmics, said this in
chapel last Friday. He warned that
in so doing we are embracing the
very principle
of
Communistic
idealogy. In a democracy the means
of obtaining the results are more
important than the results, while
the opposite is true in a communistic state.
McCarthy
by
attempting
to
suppress a free exchange of ideas,
Mr. Holdren went on to say, is
fighting Communism by destroying the bases of democracy. His
lack of confidence in the democratic system's ability to adapt to
the best in ideals and leadership
causes him to consider disloyal
any action contrary to his concept
of the "American party system."
Mr. Holdren asked that the free
world heed the words of Franklin
D. Roosevelt in its fight for survival against Communism, "We have
nothing to fear but fear itself."

Ritz Theatre
Wed., Thurs. - Nov. S, 6
"TALES OF HOFFMANN"
"NATURE'S HALF ACRE"
Fit, Sat. - Nov. 7, 8
"HAS ANYBODY SEEN
MY GAL"
"CARSON CITY"

Hook Stresses
Importance Of
Copper, Brass
Ira T. Hook, representative of
the world famous Anaconda Copper Company, presented a lecture
and motion pictures on copper and
brass to a combined meeting of
the Jordan-Ramsdell and Laurence
Chemical
Societies
last
Thursday night in Carnegie Science Building.
Hook stressed the importance of
copper and its alloy, brass, in modern life, particularly during a
period of accelerated defense production. During 1943 the United
States mined one million tons of
copper hut was still unable to
meet the demand for this valuable
natural resource. Today we mine
approximately seventy percent of
our requirement and import the
rest from Chile. Mexico, and
Canada.
Hook said that sixty percent of
all the copper produced goes into
the making of electrical conductors. Because copper stands next
to silver as the best conductor of
electrical energy and is much less
expensive, it was set as the international
standard for electrical
conduction in 1913.
The first film was entitled "The
Mining. Smelting, and Refining of
Copper in Montana" and presented an interesting glimpse into the
"Richest Hill in the World" at
Butte. Three billion dollars worth
of valuable ores have been removed from this single area.
The other film showed the
process used in the manufacture of
copper wire.

Editor Discusses
News Writing
"The lead of a story is the most
important part," said Vincent Belleau, editor of The Lewiston Evening Journal, as he spoke to members of the STUDENT staff last
Thursday evening.
Mr. Belleau stressed the importance of not naming the central
character of the story in the opening sentences. He said that although the New York Times and
Herald Tribune followed this pattern, it is the current trend to name
the principle character of a story
in later paragraphs.
In emphasizing this point even
further, Mr. Belleau read some articles and headlines from the New
York Daily News. He showed how
the Daily News uses a big headline to attract attention, leaving
the mention of an unimportant
name till later on. He said that one
may start an article with a "who"
beginning only if the person is well
known. Otherwise, the character
involved is not as important as the
story itself.
Finally, Mr. Belleau criticized
some of the articles that have appeared in the STUDENT. He
showed how short sentences are
much more valuable and readable
than long paragraphs.

New Faces, Same Policies
Expected, Poll Indicates
McAvoy Named
Publicity Official
The Bates Outing Club has
announced changes and additions to its council.
,
Paul McAvoy is the new publicity director; be replaces Robert Lennon. There were four
appointments to the counc'l
from the Junior class to replace
nursing students and men who
left. The new members are
Margaret McGall, Audrey Bardos, Gilbert Crimes, and Bruc
Mclntyre.

Metcalf, Small
Represent Stu-G
Nancy
Metcalf
and
Patricia
Small will represent the Bates
Student Government at the annual
Women's Student Government Association Conference.
Nancy and Patricia will join the
delegates from the other New England co-educational colleges at the
University of Vermont, November
14, 15, and 16. The main topic of
discussion will be "Our Individual
Responsibility in a Democracy".

U.S. Navy Man
Comes To Bates

STRAND
THEATRE

Wed. and Thurs. - Nov. S, 6
"WE'RE NOT MARRIED"
Marilyn Monroe
Ginger Rogers
Fred Allen
"TULSA"
Nov. 5-6 Louis Hayward
Angela Lansbury

"FORT OSAGE"
"TATTOOED STRANGER"

Fri. and Sat. - Nov. 7, 8
"YANKEE BUCCANEER"
Jeff Chandler
Scott Brady
Fri.-Sat.
Nov. 7-8
"DESPERADOS' OUTPOST"
Allen "Rocky" Lane
"TANKS ARE COMING"
"LOST CONTINENT"
Sun., Mon., Tues. • Nov. 9, 10, 11

Sun.-Mon.-Tuee.
Nov. 9-10-11 'WOE FROM WALLA WALLA'
Sun., Mon., Tues. - Nov. 9, 10, 11
Judy Canova
"JUMPING JACKS"
"GOLDEN HAWK"
"LADY IN THE IRON MASK" 'HERE COME THE MARINES' Rhonda Fleming
Sterling Hayden

"Cyrano de Bergerac"

Representatives of the Young
Republicans,
and
Students
for
Stevenson, along with two members each of the faculty and student body were questioned Monday night and found to believe that
though the faces would be different, basic tactics would be much
the same under Stevenson, and
modified only in a minor way under F.isenhower.
Views different to some extent
on foreign policy. Dr. Donovan
questioned Eisenhower's attitude,
stating that he wasn't sure what
F.isenhower meant when he said
that he would attempt to take the
troops out of Korea and build up
a mobile reserve force.
Donald Weatherbee, treasurer of
the Young Republicans, foresaw an
end to the present "vague policy,"
in the event of an Eisenhower victory. He felt that the war would
be taken out of the hands of the
state
department,
and
control
would be vested in the military. He
also expected that the Europeans
would be encouraged to help themselves more than they have in the
past.

At last Wednesday's meeting,
the Board favored coffees at the
Union after two of the four co-ed Disagrees On Military
meals.
Other opinions were expressed
Stu-G members will soon be able by Richard Melville, and Alan
to order
the hexagonal-shaped Hakes, political columnist for the
keys chosen as awards this year, STUDENT.
Melville
disagreed
strongly with Weatherbee, stating
it was announced.
Unanimous approval went to the that he believed the war is now befreshman women for their out- ing controlled by the military. For
standing debibbing presentations. this reason, he looked for no
With freshman elections on the change in foreign policy, regardNovember agenda, the women arc- less of which party is successful.
Agreeing with Weatherbee, Hakes
advised to be thinking about nominees for the freshman position on believed that Eisenhower would
concentrate more on psychological
Student Government.
warfare, while Stevenson would
continue with truce talks, if elected. He expects shifts in emphasis
rather than different basic policies.
John Bondaruk, treasurer of the
Students for Stevenson organizaStudents interested in a Naval tion, looked forward to attempts at
Air Force career after graduation civil rights legislation on the part
will have an opportunity next of the Democrats. He felt they
week to talk with Lieutenant will try, whether they won or not,
Fred S. Royce, USNR. He will be to change the Senate rules about
in Chase Hall Recreation Room, the filibuster. Though he didn't exFriday, November 14, from 1-8 pect success in this, he did think
the Taft-Hartley act would be
p. in.
amended, regardless of which party
"The procurement of new canis in power. Also, he expected redidates for the world's finest
peal of the act, providing Stevenflight training is of vital importson wins.
ance," says Lieut. Royce. "ReMr. Muller agreed with Bondacruitment, however, is not aimed
ruk about the filibuster, but Donat the young man who can comald Weatherbee disagreed. He felt
plete college degree requirements,
(Continued on page eight)
until such time as he graduates."

Community Theatre
Wed.-Thurs.

By Jack Leonard
The new president will make no
radical changes in national policies.
This was the opinion of a typical
group of interested students and
professors on the eve of the election.

EMPIRE
Today - Thurs. - Fri.- Sat

SPRINGFIELD
I RlFlE *^
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.

Burt Lancaster
'CRIMSON PIRATE'
Color By Technicolor

THREES/
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Three Receive
Service Awards
At Homecoming
Awards for distinguished service
to Bates College were presented at
a Citations Luncheon held Saturday.
Recipients included Nellie Mac
Lange '25, director of debating and
public speaking and teacher of social sciences for over 20 years at
Lewiston High School; Levcrett
Howell Cutten '04, of Allentown,
Pa., whose hand-created mace precedes Bates faculty processions, and
who for many years has been active in the Bates Alumni Association; and Joseph Andrew Underbill '17, of New York City, owner
of the Underbill Manufacturing
Company and active alumnus of
the college.
Prexy Presents Awards
With President Phillips presenting the awards to the recipients,
members of the Citation Award
Committee
read
the
citations.
Frank Coffin '40, Lewiston and
Portland attorney, and former student of Miss Lange, said of her in
introduction that, "Although Bates,
with its unique record in debating,
is indebted to her over the years
for her debaters who have come
here, I feel that the real reason
she is being honored today is that
she so well represents the kind of
leader and teacher of youth that
Bates has endeavored to send out
to Maine and New England."
Of Leverctt H. Cutten, Professor Robert B. Berkelman of Bates,
said, "Mr. Cutten is a familiar figure at many reunions. The mace
made by him and given to Bates
by his class . . . was the product
of hundreds of hours of devoted
craftsmanship and the masterpiece
of a long-practiced hobby."
Sense of Responsibility
Milton L. Lindholm '36, Bates
Director of Admissions for Men,
and a member of the Citation
Award Committee, said in introducing Mr. Underhill, "He embodies that spirit which every college would like to see in her
alumni: a willingness to share his
talents, a keen sense of appreciation and responsibility and a high
devotion to his community, country and college."
Seated at the head table at the
Citation Luncheon were President
and Mrs. Phillips; President and
Mrs. James S. Coles of Bowdoin
College; George M. Gamble '50,
Alumni Secretary of Bates College;
Mr. Robert 1'. Rudolph '46, of Beverly, Mass., Chairman of the 1953
Alumni Fund, and Mrs. Rudolph,
Mr. Walden Hobbs '18, of Springfield,
Mass.,
President of the
Alumni
Association,
and
Mrs.
Hobbs; members of the Citation
Award Committee, and the award
recipients.

Steckino Hotel
and cafe
Have You Tried

Steckino's Original
Pizza Pies?
Serving Italian and
American Foods

Steaks, Chops, Salads
our specialty
104 Middle St.
Lewiston
Dial 4-4151
"For Your Health's Sake
Eat at Steckino's

Alumnae In Benefit
Two Bates alumnae and one undergraduate will participate in a
formal fashion and flower show at
the Lewiston Armory this Thursday evening. The women, Mrs.
Grace
Ulrich
Harris, N o r m a
Smith, and Marlcne Ulmer, will
model dresses which include many
different Styles.
The affair is a benefit for the
Lewiston Boys' Club and will begin at 8 p. m. The money raised
will be used to buy tools for the
boys. Admission price has been
set at one dollar.
All over supervision is being
handled by the St. Joseph's Patroness Society.

Chicken Salad
Bug Hits Men
The Bates College Infirmary had
an unexpected influx of "visitors" on
Oct. 28. After partaking of chicken
salad at the Commons approximately
seventy-five students found a trip to
the Infirmary was necessary, according to Miss Abbott. People
were going and coming during the
evening and about fifty students remained overnight, she said.
A small amount of poor salad dressing is believed to have been the cause
of the "discomfort" of the students.
Many of the students afflicted missed
classes the next day but by the end of
the week no consequences were evident. (See editorial, p. 4.)

Debate
(Continued from page one)
negative arc in favor of a change and
we believe that Governor Adlai Stevenson will provide that change." The
speaker went on to admit that "Truman has gone to extremes in his loyalties, but," he said, "Stevenson,
through his accomplishments as a
governor, has proven himself to be a
man of capable judgments." Brountas
challenged the affirmative by charging Eisenhower of being uninformed
on domestic policy, an ignorance
which, he said, must inadvertently
effect foreign policy. The speaker also
listed certain well-known Republicans (e.g., Taft, McCarthy"! who, he
felt, would gain federal office were
Eisenhower to be elected. The speaker ended with the statement that "we
do favor a change from Truman,
hut we do not feel that General Eisenhower is the man to effect that
change."
Alan Makes, the second speaker for
Bates, picked up the pieces for the affirmative by pointing out that the
main issue was "not the discussion of
unsavory characters, prevalent in
both parties, hut, rather, the party
attitudes as a whole." He discussed
the. Democratic administration as favoring labor, Federal rather than
state action, big spending, and governmental projects rather than private enterprise. Hakes summarized
by saying, "We contend that it will
take more than one man — that it
will talke a whole change to wipe
out these wrong attitudes. It will take
the Republicans, not the old, tired,
worn out Democrats — the Republicans under General Dwight D. Eisenhower."
Don't Like Military Man
The negative side, represented by
Charles Orcut, concluded the speeches
by charging the Republicans with condemning the Democratic party without regarding its achievements. He
ended by listing reasons why he believed a military man should not be
President of our country.
In the rebuttals, Bowdoin repeated
many, previous charges and spoke of a
Republican tendency toward isolationism. Orcut summarzicd the negative
by stating, "We have attempted 1"

StU'Council Has
Brief Meeting
Efforts arc being made to determine the feasibility of holding
dances on some weekday night
according to the men's Student
Council. The dances on Saturday
night would continue to be presented.
At the weekly meeting it was
also revealed that some students,
have shown an interest in forming
a geology club. The matter is to
be discussed at a future meeting
of the council. The council also
announced that William Davenport is looking into the cost of
printing a booklet that would contain all details relative to the
men's student government.
The idea was first submitted by
Richard Melville and is similar to
a booklet distributed at drinell
College.
show that Eisenhower is not the man
for the presidency because (1) his
domestic policy is weak, (2) his associates are undesirable in government, (3) government expenditures
cannot be cut now, with a war at
our doorstep."

212 Main St., Lewiston

165 Pints Of
Blood Drained
Totals have been released
for the campus blood drive.
One hundred sixty-five pints
were given October 13 and 15,
according to director Richard
Weber. Last spring, 120 pints
were given in one day.
Donors have received cards
indicating their blood types.
The Red Cross has presented
a certificate of commendation
to the school. Another drive
will be held in the spring.

Rally
(Continued from page two)
in the school song. Telegrams
from Bates Alumni clubs of the
United States were read, sending
luck and wishes for victory. A
skit was presented by Emmett
Morton, Gordon Perkins, Robert
Russell, and CuTtis Osborne depicting "High Noon" for all the
unfortunates who had missed the
chance to see it previously.
Alumni President Talks
Closing the field activities, Dr.
Crowley presented the president of
the
Bates Alumni
Association,
Walden Hobbs, who gave greetings to the group and wished
luck to the Bobcats in their coming game. Coach Hatch also cxpressed hi-, greeting, and belief
that a good game was in the offing
if the same spirit was shown during the game that had been shown
during practices.
Pig Squeals
The crowd then went to the
Cage where a gTeased-pig race
took place. Despite a bit of uncoopcrativeness from the pig, the
race proceeded at a fast pace and
was won by John Dalco's team.
The rally was ended at Chase
Hall, where cider and donuts. entertainment, and
dancing were
provided for all. The entertainment, introduced by Eugene Gilmartin, consisted of a duet by
Henry Bauer on violin and Edward Holmes on harmonica: Janet
Collier singing "Dancing in the
Dark".
accompanied
by
Pete
Knapp on the piano: a musical
pantomime by M. A. Brynnen: and
a de-bibbing skit entitled "Toy
Land", rendered by the freshmen
girls of West Parker. Music for
dancing was provided by the Rates
Combo.

Bates Winds It Up
Bates closed by pointing out the
inevitable tics between Stevenson and
"the Truman Gang." Hakes ended the
rebuttals with the statement that,
"The choice is up to you. Tuesday
you get your say. If you don't want
more communism, more spending,
more corruption, and more waste and
governmental influence, then it is time
to vote for a Republican administration under Dwight D. Eisenhower."
An open forum was conducted after
the debate, during which questions
relevant to the issue discussed were
directed to the speakers. Some 400
students and adults attended the debate.
Thursday night a Rates team consisting of Robert Rubinstein and Eu(Continued from page one)
gene Gilmartin upheld the negative ments will poll student opinion on
of the same proposition in an audi- coed dining so as to determine the
desirability of a future plan.
ence debate at Rowdoin.
Those serving on the coed dining committee and setting up the
present plan are Marlene Ulmer
and Alice Huntington of the Stuand
dent
Government
and
Clyde
Swift and Sy Coopersmith of the
Student Council.
at

Coed Dining

FORMAL FASHION
FALL JACKET
JAMBOREE
FLOWER SHOW
Complete Stocks of
Lewiston Armory
Campus Jackets
Thursday. Nov. 6
Surcoats
at 8 P. M.
Leather Jackets
Benefit of
at Sears' Low Prices St. Joseph's Clubhouse

Sears, Roebuck
and Co.

Alumnus Says Girls' Gym
Suits Are More Attractive

Donation $1
Models:
MARI.KNF, ULMER
MRS. GRACE ULRICH HARRIS
NORMA SMITH

QUALITY

Shoes and Rubbers
at Saving Prices
at the

Star Shoes, Inc.
221 Lisbon St.
Lewiston
Dial 4-8025

By Eleanor Brill
Such expressions as, "Do you
remember the year we graduated
when . . ." or, "Remember the
cute co-ed of '42, she married . . ,"
were heard as 150 Rates alumni
attended a tea in Chase Hall Saturday afternoon featured by the
Woman's
Athletic
Association.
While mulling through the happy
crowd, this reporter began to wonder: Just what do the alumni think
of Bates today? Has it changed
since these men and women finished their commencement exercises? The only way to find out
was to ask.
Leslie Sprinks, who taught in
the athletic department from 1929
to 1940 and from 1945 to 1946 had
"no comment" on the outcome of
the Bowdoin game but said that
he was pleased to sec Bates growing materially and that the old
Bates spirit was keeping up with
all the advancements.
An Issue Then, Too
Mrs. Alison Wills, class of '2A,
said. "I see the struggle for co-ed
dining is still going on.'' She insisted that Rates did a better job
against Bowdoin in her day and
was glad that the girls' gym department had more flattering gym
costumes than she used to wear.
Another distinguished guest was
Irving Mabee, class of '42, son of
our own Dr. Fred C. Mabee, and
vice president of the Alumni \sociation. He said his criticisms of
the college were the same now as
they were when he was fighting on
the Student Council, namely, more
ruts, and coed dining. I-ist, but
not least, concerning coeducation,
Mr. Mabee suggests abolition of
the "steady system", also "better
food at the Commons".
Leonard Clough. class of '40,
said, "There's not much change
Hut it was so good then, it
couldn't improve".
He brought
out that the Bates football team
was in a vicious circle. '"Thero
isn't much material with which to
build a good
team.
therefore
Hates doesn't attract enough boys
who would make a good team."
Touche
Mrs. Chester Parker warned all
incoming ire.-hmen
women
to
"watch out for the Bates boys":
her husband, however, had a comeback and said, "they probably
have been looking out for them
ever since September." They both
agreed that coeducation was "wonderful" and "here to stay". They
were supporters of men's reception rooms and co-ed dining.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hoyte.
class of '51. met over a biology
table. Mr. Hoyte stated, "Sindidn't know a thing so I had to
teach her." I'lie Hoytes enjoyed
ame and were impressed by
tin- fact that "for once it didn't
rain for the Bowdoin game."
A yi
man from the class
ol '52, who asked not to be named.
feels that the fight for such things
as co-ed dining is getting nowhere
and suggested not only more cooperation from the administration,
but also less antagonism and more
concrete effort from the student
body. She also urged a close relationship between the student body
and the alumni association.

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Outing Club
Monday
Musical program
Wednesday
Mr Frank Cooley. from' China
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Librarians Can
Help On Theses

was a bad slip-up by someone somewhere. But in view of the
favorable impression made by Mr. Ramsey and his work, we like
to think that it was one of those misfortunes that could have happened to anyone under the best of circumstances.
We also like to think that the improvement in the food has not
A senior, notebook in hand, looks
been just psychological. Mr. Ramsey's menus have shown imagi- bewildered as he enters the library.
This editorial is for the new President of the U. S. A. (come next nation as well, and his pleasant cooperativeness has been very He's not sure where to go first.
January). Although he was elected yesterday, October is still yawn- much appreciated by those who have had occasion to deal with Should he peruse the card cataing away its last hours as this is written. So we will just refer to him As far as the STUDENT is concerned, and we hope its logue, thumb through some current
him as Big Prexy.
readers also, our confidence in Mr. Ramsey remains high.
magazines or visit the reference
First, old man, may we offer our sympathy for you in your vicroom? Yes, this enterprising young
tory. You have a bitter four years ahead of you. Now that the
man is starting on his senior thesis
speech-making is over and you soak off your TV make-up, you
and apparently could profit by
must match campaign promises against the reality of Korea, inflasome guidance as to where to look
tion, John L. Lewis, eroding farms and burning timberlands, white
for subject material concerning his
Supremacy, rearmament, and the Daughters of the American Revtopic.
By Sy Coopersmith
here, Johnny. Although there is
olution.
The library staff realizes the
Yes, Johnny, Bates is a small not much opportunity to specialize seniors' plight and is ready with a
They, i.e., the voters, want you to tidy up the mess of corruption in Washington that seems to have seeped down there from college located in conservative, or get field experience. Bates of- helping hand. Miss Iva W. Foster,
the laxity in their own lives. That's going to be pretty tough. Big northern New England. Some fers a broad fundamental back- assistant librarian, will be glad to
people like it here, and some peo- ground in both the arts and sci- assist in giving them a basic start.
Prexy. You can't give all of us a moral enema, can you?
ple don't. So, if you really want ences. Why I bet that we have She may be able to secure material
Chance Of A Lifetime
to conic to Bates, you ought to more clubs meeting on one night
Take heart, though. Remember that these men and women have know a little about the place and than exist at most other colleges. that they' would otherwise over]ook
Tll crefore| it is urged that
shoved you into a miserable job that will give you more headaches the people here.
There is nothing dynamic about those working on theses see Miss
limn adulation, but undeniably there is great opportunity in it.
Now, as I waa .saying, this is the faculty. We have few big name Foster to insure starting off on the
If you possibly can tidy things up a bit and set a better example a small New England college. The
professors who are creators or right track toward adequate subof decency in government, if you can stop Korea without a Munich, enrollment usually
numbers leaders in their fields. With some ject matter.
if you can sit on Inflation and hold on to our farms that are float- around eight hundred, about half
exceptions, 'most of the teachers
ing down the Mississippi, why then you can retire with the deep of which are women. The campus
feel that their job ends when they ally a conservative school. Alsatisfaction of a nearly imposs'ble job well done.
itself is beautiful. There is a leave the classroom. That's why though the students arc more proSecond, although we can't forgive you for all the distorted facts building program underway which
some of them don't take too ac- gressive in their attitudes and
and half-truths you have showered over each whistle-stop from promises several new buildings
tive a part in extra-curricular values, you must realize that they
Quincy to Santa Barbara, we realize that other presidents have and dormitories within the next
education and in policy formation. have very little to say about colgotten the job the same way and some of them haven't turned out few years. As you might expect,
This could be the reason why our lege policy and rules. Knowing
too badly.
this costs a lot of money, but it faculty is only nominally the pol- your liberal attitude and zest for
We are willing to assume that you are starting out with clean will be worthwhile on a long range
icy-making body for education at life, Johnny, I would advise you
hands. Now that you have the job, let's hope that our good citi- basis.
Bates. But after all, John, let's be to think twice before attending
zens will bury the hatchet for a while and try to give your actions
As you probably know, there practical. You can't be too ideal- such a conservative school as
and proposals a cool appraisal before giving out with cries for your are no fraternities here. We don't
istic when you have a wife and Bates College.
scalp. We hope, moreover, that you will think twice before making really need them, Johnny. The
three kids.
I realize that I haven't told you
a move or venturing any proposals, and that you will lean your ear men's dorms are close to each
Oo, gosh, I have so much more much about the school itself,
closer to your conscience than to your political friends.
other, so we get acquainted with- to tell you, but it's getting late. John, but you know what they say
May you govern with wisdom and with happy luck.
out much difficulty. Someday we It's just that it is important for about a school being only as good
•hope to have reception rooms you to recognize that this is basic(Continued on page eight)
such as most college dorms have,
as we feel that this would make
Paradoxically, there seem to be some students who have little life more friendly and comfortable.
time for anything other than extra-curricular activities, while others They're not too expensive.
do little but sit and wonder what to do in the next half-hour.
Speaking of friendship, everyCommittees, clubs, radio station, student governments, lectures, body here says "hello". As a mat(Founded in 1873)
concerts, mayoralty, carnival — per square campus inch there prob- ter of fact, friendship is so charably are few colleges in the country that surpass Bates in opportu- acteristic of our college that we
EDITORIAL STAFF
nity for display of talent. Unfortunately, it is probably only a rela- have what is called the "Bates
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
tively small percentage of students who are really the active Hello". The guys and gals aren't
John Rippey 'S3
workers in these functions.
the brightest crew in the world,
MANAGING EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Some students, of course, prefer to concentrate upon academic but they're sincere, and that's
Sy Coopersmith '53
Alan Hakes 'S3
work, feeling that it is from thorough study and training that they what counts. The kind of people
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITORS
John Barlow '54
Lois Johnson '54
John Leonard '54
will benefit most from Bates. They perhaps limit their extra-curric- you like to have as neighbors.
Constance Manion '54
Arthur Parker '54
ular interests to one small group or organization.
But don't forget that you come
Cynthia Parsons '53
to college to learn. You can get FEATURE EDITOR
Thumb Twiddling
FEATURE EDITOR
Louis Rose '54
a darn good liberal arts education ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR
Peter Knapp '54
But there are others who concentrate neither on studies nor
MAKE-UP EDITOR
Irene Lawrence '53
extra-curricular activities. They might just as well have never come
ASSISTANT MAKE-UP EDITOR
Carolyn Easton '53
to college for the little benefit they have derived from the experiSTAFF CARTOONISTS
ence. These students put nothing into their life at the college
Susan Ordway '55
Walter Reuling '54
and get little out of it.
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
The students who participate so wholeheartedly in campus activGeorge Conklin '53
Donald Giddings *53
News Staff Reporters
ities also run a risk. They may jump into so many projects that
Best wishes to Edie White who
Class of 1954: Margaret Brown, GJenn Carson.
studying becomes almost incidental. They possibly reason that the is engaged and to Mary Van VolClass of 1955: Nancy Cole, Donald Gochberg, Ruth Haskins,
practical problem of working with other people can teach them kenblirg, known locally as Dexter,
Sylvia Hanson, Ann Hoxie, Edith Lysaght,
more than books. Up to a point, this is true.
who became engaged to Mark
Gail Olson, Molly Plumb, Nancy Ramsdell.
It is easy to forget that the purpose of colleges is not primarily Gould last weekend.
Class of 1956: Sybil Benton, Eleanor Brill, Diana Cosimini,
Elizabeth Grasso, Jack Merrill, Betty-Ann Morse,
to usurp the normal process of learning to work with people that
A word on the Terrible
Mclia Noyes, Diane Ordes, Jack Perkins, Mary
is inevitable in careers after college. Colleges' primary purposes
Ptomaine case, which, in spite
Kay Rudolph, Jessica Thompson, Barbara Uretsky.
are to pass on accumulated learning and develop thought that will
of administration hush-hush,
Feature Staff
make use of that learning.
didn't go completely unnoticed.
Audrey Bardos '54, Barbara Billingham '56, Brenda Buttrick '56,
Mr. Ramsey spent many hours
Lawrence Evans '56, Marni Field
'56, Mela Noyes '56,
'Thin Veneer'
Cris Schwartz '56, Louise Sweeney '55, Janice Todd '54.
helping in the infirmary and
Most important, over-emphasis on extra-curricular activities is
Sports Staff
did his best to have the trouvaluable only up to the point where diminishing returns sets in.
Melvin King '55
Robert Kolovson '53
Winston Rice '54
ble traced down. The unofficial
This is the point at which extra-curricular activities leave so little
•Norman Sadovitz '55
Roger Schmutz '54
verdict
seems
to
be
mayonnaise.
time for adequate preparation of assignments that the student is
BUSINESS STAFF
There arc at least four senior men
not able to get much from his classes, and hence his education beBUSINESS MANAGER
who
will
probably
never
cut
in
line
comes only a sketchy surface coating. Here is the point at which
John Ebert '53
ADVERTISING MANAGERS
the returns from extra-curricular activities are no longer com- again. They popped out of Cult.
that fateful day, into line and Richard Hayes '54, Local
William Laird '54, National
mensurate with the sacrifices of academic standards.
later
into the infirmary.
CIRCULATION MANAGER
Varying in their capacities, some individuals are able to partici
A sure sign that Armistice
Edith White '54
pate in many activities and still get much from studies. For others,
Day is just around the corner:
Advertising Staff
quite the reverse is true. Discovery of his point of diminishing reBob
Rusell
and
Ken
Griswold
Patricia
Jervis
'55,
Barbara
Doane '54, Grace Graham '56, Bernice
turns may come as a startling revelation when a student is jolted
Balanoff '56, Richard Hilliard '56, Stuart Miller '56, Elizabeth Van
went down Sunday to put up
by a sinking quality point ratio, but learning one's capacities is a
Vliet '56, Valarie Van Drooge '56
reindeer, Santa Claus and tinCirculation Staff
lesson well worth the bumps and bruises.
sel at Pecks. With this in mind
Dwight Harvie '54, Priscilla Mattson '54, Carolann McKesson '54, Barwe can look forward to Easter
bara Meader '54, Patricia Small '54, Georgette Thierry '54, Jean Albro '55,
bunnies during finals.
Aideen Blanchard '55, Dorothy Boyce '55, Gwendolyn Crandall '55.
The hit of the Back-to-Bates Beverly Dennison '55, Carolyn Dutton '55, Barbara Hough '55, Martha
Myers '55, Jeannette Peters '55, Phyllis Ruby '55, Miriam Round '55,
For students who spent the afternoon and evening of October weekend, other than the efferves- Zoe Bucuvalas '56, Marjorie Connell '56, Joan Kudda '56, Joan Mushroe' 56
cent
alumni,
was
M.
A.
Brynnen's
28th retching and writhing with stomach cramps, the seriousness
Faculty Consultant — John C. Donovan
of the Commons food poisoning cannot be minimized nor glamorous pantomime of "Boston
Beguine". Rand was extra proud of Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year.
forgotten.
It is unfortunate, however, that the incident may tend to over- its star performer, considering her Telephone 4-8621 (Sundays only). Printed at the Auburn Free Press,
99 Main Street. Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewiston
shadow the fine work done by Mr. Ramsey, the superintendent of an answer to certain slurring re- Post Office Jan. 30. 1913. under the act of March 3, 1879. A member of
dining rooms, since his arrival last September. Undeniably, there marks about seniors at Debibbing. the Associated Collegiate Preis.
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HELLO, America!

In The Looking Glass

Bates Is A Nice Place --

Point Of Diminishing Returns
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Food Poisoning
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Bates Nurses
Send Greetings
And Comments
up-

Flunky's Letter Reflects
Life Of Typical Proctor
Ed. note: The following letter was brought to us by Molly
Winch, the Haze Day flunky
who typed it.
Dear Phil:
I'm sorry I have't written in so
long. I've been awfully busy. Besides the remedial work I have
had to take in math since I flunked
my last two hour exams, I am in
trouble with the Dean's Office. Let
me tell you. I expected it before
this — last week, to be exact, when
they found the fire I set in the
basement of the dorm, but apparently nobody connected anc with
that little event. But when Norm
Ross found me over in Mitchell
House, that was the last straw.
Awaiting The Returns
Of course, he reported me to
Dean Clark. I was called over to
explain yesterday. I told her I only
went in after some things the kids
had taken out of our room and hidden there, but she was singularly
unsympathetic. I was crushed! So
far there has been no verdict. I'll
let you know when there is one.
Don't tell anyone until then, please.
If I get kicked out, I think I'll
go out west with the highway
crew. I inquired at the local office
this morning, and the pay is excellent. The work isn't too hard,
once you get in condition, and my
college math should make it just
that much easier. It's preferable to
the foreign legion anyway. I'll keep
you posted.
I'm so tired I could drop. This
wild night life is killing me. I really feel quite terrible. I'm not over
my attack of pneumonia yet. I
checked in at the infirmary yesterday for a going-over. They said I
was disgustingly healthy, carried
me out, and propped me against
the front door.
Cute Kid
We had
man girls.
out of it.
around in

Haze Day for the freshYou'd get a big kick
All the girls are going
night caps and bathing

Ship'nShc

suits. Whenever they meet an
perclassman they have to say
"Hail to Yale" three times. They
are also assigned to flunky duty to
upperclassmen. The girl I have,
and that I share with my roommate, is about the nicest on campus. She has been wonderful about
doing all my dirty work, and I'm
just a little afraid of the consequences of this day. I sense revengeful thoughts behind that innocent physiogomny! She tells me
that she was brought up in a concentration camp, so she certainly
has good material from which to
draw if she wants to get back at
U!.. She has already put my roommate through the Bendix twice, and
once through the dryer. Poor Ixsis
looks worse every day.
Honestly, though, you should sec
the campus. It is a riot! Some of
the girls arc wearing signs designating the upperclassmen to whom
they are assigned. One girl is dressed in red and green and wearing a
sign "I am a Christmas Tree."
Some are wearing Ike and Stevenson signs. Two of the girls in our
dorm have to get up on the steps
of Hathorn with an umbrella and
try to convince everybody that it's
raining.

Hi everyone!
Are you saying, "well, it's about
time we heard from our wandering
Florence Nightingales," or, heaven
forbid, have you forgotten us altogether? Fond thoughts are always
directed to dear old Bates from our
outpost here in Boston, and we are
always eager for news of people
and goings-on at our favorite small
New England College.
The Survivors
Thus far, we have survived admirably, although there have been
moments when we should have enjoyed chinking the whole business
and going back to major in
Bobcat Den as in days of yore.
Our number has whittled down
somewhat since we began our
course, the latest departure being
Jeanne Browne who prefers an
Utlharried life in Manchester to
bed-pans in Boston. Wc are now
eleven, and hope that no one
else will desert the ship before graduation.

We hold our own in the diamond
department and five of us are sporting them, Grace Grimes, Edie Lorenson, Ginger Buhl, Carol Anderson, and Cilia MacCbarles. We expect to add a few more before many
Roads Missed
moons go by, and we'll be wishing
Last night a bunch of us drove the best to Lois Burnham and
down to New York and took in a Phyllis Sawyer.
show. It was lots of fun, and a Beyond The Horizon
pleasant relief from the studying
As to our professional progress
I haven't been doing, but I was a
towards becoming women in white,
little alarmed with the kid who
we
have
completed
seventeen
drove. (He was from Smith which
months of training, and have finmaybe explains it.) He must have
ished our required time in the diet
driven the entire trip in four hours.
kitchen, the operating room, the
I didn't mind that so much, but I
out-patient clinics at Massachusetts
do prefer to drive on the roads.
General Hospital and Boston LyYou know I am the last one to
ing-In Hospital. We will finish our
spoil a little fun, and nobody has
three month affiliation here at
called me a prude yet, but roads are
Children's Hospital on December
made to be driven on. I got a little
second, and after a much needed
carsick once or twice, especially
ten day vacation, we will be going
when we crossed the Berkshires.
to Metropolitan State Psychiatric
Some freshman who was mad at Hospital for three months. The end
him (there are rumors that it was of the road is faintly visible in the
distance, and we will be returning
to Bates in September of 1953.

WARDS
DIAL 4-7371

FIVE

Cheer Squad, Referees
Star At Football Game
Louise Sweeney
Cries of "What do we eat? What
do we eat? Bear Meat! Bear
Meat I" brought on a severe case of
Bates indigestion last Saturday
afternoon at Garcelon Field. A
28-6 immoral victory for Bowdoin
indicated that we'd better stick to
beans on Saturday.
Dribbling Kickoff
The game started with a kickoff
which
dribbled
disconsolately
down the field into the waiting
arms of a (pardon the expression)
Bowdoin man. Bates, not to be
outdone, directed a pass to one of
our own men, Bob Chumbook, who
caught it. Nothing more exciting
happened until a wild waving of
hands indicated an offsides play
lor one of the teams. There was a
short, friendly huddle, then a certain team tried a foxy fumble.
The ball, an angry helmet, and
three hankies flew into the air together. There was a penalty.
Next, Bates made a beautiful
kick to first down, threw a graceful pass which was completely
caught by a Bobcat as the referee
signaled that it was incomplete. It
seemed just a little bit unsporting
of him. At this point, I'd like to
make a suggestion to that referee
who spoiled the beauty of the
game by carrying a fuschia hanky
when the other two gentlemen
wore scarlet ones. Would you
please make sure this doesn't happen again, sir? That clash of
colors unnerved both teams considerably ... if you noticed,
neither team succeeded in making
a touchdown while those colors
glared up at them from the ground.
To continue: the game picked
up and was ripping along splendidly .. . one
hopeful
Bates soul
cried, "We're winning!" At this
point, Bowdoin made another first

down, which was shortly followed
by its first touchdown. It might be
that the second quarter started at
this time; it's hard to know just
when that little green light is going to flash on the scoreboard. At
any rate, cries of "Mow Down
Bowdoin" were in order.
Which Helmet?
The second quarter brought much
excitement. There was an absolute
symphony of whistles on the first
play. One ardent rooter yelled, "Look!
Three red hankies . . . Everybody
blow!" During the action at this time,
everyone began to worry about Herb
Morton, who sports two helmets, and
just couldn't decide which one to
wear. Torn by indecision, he ran on
and off the field, each time with a different helmet. Personally, we liked
the garnet one, Herb.
Shortly after this, Bowdoin intercepted a beautiful pass unhappily
near the goal post, and scored another touchdown. From the aesthetic
angle, it was a lovely sight . . . the
Bowdoin Boy, dressed in his chit
black and white striped suit, was
sharply defined against the jewel blue
of the sky and glittering green of the
lawn, as he made a perfect arabasque
over the goal line.
Bates, at this stage grateful for
small blessings, bellowed a "Push 'era
badk, Push 'em back . . . Way back!",
after a nice little five-yard gain by
our side. The cheerleaders, by the bye,
were doing a rousing job. One overeager cheerleader, however, fouled up
Jier signals and began to cry, "Hit 'em
again, Hit 'em again, Harder, Harder!" as Bowdoin creamed one poor
Bobcat.
Variety Needed
During the third quarter, Bowdoin
made another unoriginal touchdown.
It does seem a pity that they couldn't
have used a little imagination in their
(Continued on page eight)

CO-ED WING- MHIN-
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We heartily endorse the newly
proposed club for Bates nursing
students, and extend a welcome to
the newest members of our group
who are now freshmen and sophomores. We all hope that you have
enjoyed hearing about our escapades and promise that wc will
come up to see you whenever we
can make it.
The Bates Nursing Students
at N.E.B.H.

THE CUFF'S THE THING

>.98

Ever Lovely — Ever Washable — in Fine Combed
Cotton Broadcloth in White — Sizes 32-40

someone from Wilson, but I don't
really know) poisoned his dog, and
poor Art has been upset ever since.
His random driving may be accounted for by the fact that he
was wearing a blindfold over his
eyes. I don't think it made much
lifference though. In the state he
was in he couldn't have seen the
road even without the blindfold.
I'll have to quit now, and pull
ny roommate in off the third floor
ire escape. She was making so
nuch noise when I started this that
I tied a rope around her waist and
lowered her from the fire escape.
•ie has been crying piteously all
this time, and I am afraid Jack
Frost will hear her and in rescuing
her discover the other bodies I've
got stashed away up there. So I'd
better go get her. Be good, anyway, and write to me.
Love,
Ellie Feinsot

(Mike)

"The hopes of the women"

J|
/O 1
"The fears of the men"

<**

*J>
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Clee Shea Gives
Action Account
Of Grid Classic
By Clee Shea

Let us therefore brace ourselves to ing run up against the Hatchbatch
our duty,
for the second week in succession.
And so bear ourselves
Had the Bowdoin mentor
That if Bates College and its loyal
possessed the Mongol-like passupporters shall last
sions of coach Hal Westerman
For a thousand years.
of Maine, there seems little
Men shall say, "This — was their
doubt that his team could
finest hour!"
have registered a 40-point-plus
W. Churchill, 1940
decision. Perhaps the thought
J. College, 1952
that Ducky Pond was so recently
connected with the
These immortal words of Winston
Bates team was as much a
Churchill (in slightly abridged form)
factor in Walsh's willingness
were certainly most applicable to the
to go easy as anything else. A
situation in which all ardent Garnet
lot of people around here still
enthusiasts found themselves this
remember "the Duck".
past homecoming weekend. Indeed
how history does repeat Like the
The varsity is now 1-5-1 on the
valiant British in those dark days of season, has made only 10 touchdowns
1940, today's embattled Bobcats and as against 30 for the opposition and
their supporters have their backs to has scored more than once on only
the wall and darkness seems about to two occasions. They face the season's
descend.
finale this Saturday with three of
The similarity is uncanny.
their best men either in the hospital
The. British had subdued and
or on crutches (Harkins, Reny and
prostrate allies, the Bobcats
Hamilton) and against a club which
showed itself last week to be six
have equally
subdued
and
points better than a team which deprostrate
scholarships;
the
feated Bates earlier 62-6. Yipc!
British were outnumbered on
the land and in the air, the
Item number three: The
Bobcats are outmanned and
basketball team has started
outweighed in the field and on
working out in preparation for
the bench; the British were
the opening of a 23 game
faced
with starvation,
the
schedule which gets under way
Bobcats, with food poisoning;
shortly after Thanksgiving vathe British were weary and
cation. Back from last year's
their women, haggard; the
hapless squad (two wins, 22
Bobcats are equally weary and
defeats) are Charlie Bucknam,
their women — ah well, the
Ken Weiler, Jim Moody and
point is already established.
Al Goddard. Up from last
season's freshmen are George
The question now becomes: will
Schroeder. Ted Ward and Ed
the loyal Bates fan, like his tenacious
McKinnon. That's about it.
British predecessor, remain with the
Whether or not this year's
cause regardless of personal safety
team, with as little depth as
and sanity and make this his "Finest
they seem to possess, will be
Hour," or will he abandon hope and
seek escapism in the form of whisable to improve on last seakey, opium or (gulp) Cultural Herson's showing is a matter of
itage? Will the staunch Anglo-Saxon
considerable conjecture.
tradition triumph at Bates? Will the
Here, then, is the situation as it
loyal students fight to the last on now exists on the Bates sports
Frye and on College, at the Elm and scene. What is there to be done?
before Hathorn, behind Parker and Unfortunately
there
does not
at the pillars of Coram, in the Den seem to be an over-abundance of
and in the reception rooms? Will remedial
incentive
among the
they?
student body, at least judging
I dunno.
from their reaction at the BowThis rather unusual analogy, while doin
game.
One might have
perhaps somewhat overdone, does thought himself at Monday mornnevertheless give a fairly accurate in- ing chapel the way the students
dication of the downright discourag- remained glaciated. Indeed the
ing picture of the entire Bates sports Bates stands looked more like "Dr.
scene at the present time. Let's be Tulp's Anatomy Lesson" than it
specific.
did a football cheering section.
Item number one: On FriWhat therefore, is the solution?
day
M.C.I.
cremated
the
What would Churchill say if we
freshmen in the thoroughest
could somehow bring that famous
possible fashion, 67-0. Almost
personage to Bates in this its hour
everything the kids attemptof greatest affliction? How would
ed was completely ineffective.
history's
magnificent
statesmen
Their performance smacked of
react, what would he do?
the kind of mass frustration
This is what he would do:
seen around here only in a
Without the least hesitation or
Chase Hall female stag line.
trepidation he would clench
The frosh are now 0-4 on the sea- '
*is fist, jut out his jaw and in
son, have yet to score a touchdown i
a tone of resolute defiance
as against 22 for the opposition, and .
reiterate, in slightly modified
have started Coach Walt Slovcnski
form, his famous phrase,
reading Schopenhauer, the Book of
"Give us the tools, Chuck, and
Job and "1000 Poisons."
we will finish the job!"
Item number two: Saturday's
Here, of course, is the only soluBowdoin game. You all saw it so
any comments here would only be tion. As was said so very well in a
superfluous. Suffice it to say that STUDENT editorial last week,
the Garnet line simply couldn't "Whether Bates^ likes it or not, it
stand up to the power and ag- is competing in a commercial
gressiveness of the Bowdoin for- sports field — either it should get
ward wall and as a result, nothing in the business on a business-like
the Cats tried met with any degree basis, or get out entirely."
of succcess. Only Adam Walsh's
This may be our "finest
decision to send in his second and
hour", but even old Winny
third stringers prevented another
himself can't expect us to keep
devastatingly ignominous score beit up forever.

Surprising Colby Eleven,
Riddled Bobcats To Clash
By Roger Schmutz

Last Saturday at Maine's homecoming game the Mules were once
again rated as decided underdogs
because of their loss to Bowdoin
and Maine's trouncing of Bates.
For some reason or other, once
again things didn't turn out as expected. Scoring touchdowns in the
first and third quarters and holding off Maine drives the rest of the
way the Mules registered their big
upset.
This Saturday, the eyes of Colby
will be on two football fields at
the same time. One eye will be
peeled toward Whittier Field in
Brunswick where Maine and Bowdoin tangle. The other will be focussed on Garcelon Field where
the Mules and Bobcats will meet
in the traditional season closer for
both clubs. Here the Colby team
will be trying to defeat Bates for
the 30th time in 56 attempts. If
they are successful and if Maine
can rebound to beat Bowdoin,
these three clubs will finish in a
Mules Top Hilltoppers
three-way tie for the mythical state
The
following
week, despite
series crown.
vastly superior statistics they had
plenty of trouble squeezing out a Bobcats Injury-Plagued
19-13 victory over a stubborn
The Mules certainly appear to
Norwich University squad. This have the ammunition to take c^ire
rather lackluster performance made of their end of the deal against a
them definite underdogs against Bates squad that has reached a low
undefeated Trinity. Yet, the Mules point in player personnel. For the
put on a two-touchdown scoring Bobcats such stalwarts as Don
Don
Hamilton,
Dave
splurge in the last quarter to de- Barrios.
Harkins, and Bob Reny will be unfeat the Hilltoppers, 13-6.
able to take the field. These depleTwo weeks ago in their hometions will allow the undermanned
coming game at Waterville the Blue
and Whit? lost a heart-breaking Garnet to dress less than 30 men
for a modern day game of football 12-6 decision to Bowdoin. Trailing
by six points with little more than that requires at least 40.
Colby, on the other hand, has all its
a minute left to play the Mules
offensive
guns in the persons of Cardrove to a second down and goal
to go situation from the Bowdoin tier, Hibbert, Pirie, Billington, Windtwo. With time rapidly running horst and Davis fit and raring to
out, quarterback Joe Cartier buck- go. In the line such standouts as
Johnson,
Franktman.
ed into the center of the Bowdoin Yanuchi,
line. Hit hard, he fumbled and the and Bayer are likewise all set to
victors recovered on the goal line play. Things certainly look black
for the Bobcats.
to ice the game.

One of the most surprising teams
Well, folks, here we are on a
in the history of Maine Intercollebright sunny day, the perfect
giate football will help Bates close
football weather with just a little
out its 1952 football schedule.
fall crispness in the air, to bring
The Colby Mule, fresh from a
you a play-by-play radio account
of the annual Bates homecoming stunning 13 to 7 upset of heavilyweek-end
classic
between
the favored Maine, provides the oppo1952 editions of the Bates Bobcats sition for the undermanned Boband the Bowdoin Polar Bears. The cat eleven at Garcelon Field this
stands are packed with thousands Saturday. This result marked the
of screaming fans and it's just climax of what has to be termed
as an unusual sequence of events
about kickoff time.
to say the least.
And the Bowdoin kicker apThe Mules were seriously handiproaches the ball, and there goes
capped in their pre-season practice
a high end-over-end boot down to
under new head coach Frank Maze by
the Bates five where Richie Raia
a polio epidemic that sidelined three
plucks the sphere from the blue
players and forced cancellation of the
and skirts the left side-line. Raia
season's opener with Amherst. Reis hit and brought down by a
suming heavy drills after a forced
whole host of tacklers on the Bates
two week lay off the boys from
35 yard stripe. And the fans go
Watervillc battled a strong Coast
mad.
Guard eleven down to the final
Morton Lugs Leather
whistle before bowing 20-18.
And Bates lines up in a wing T
formation with Raia out on the
wing. Harkins hands off to Morton
who finds a hole in the Bowdoin
forward wall for one, two, three,
four yards. Second down. Harkins
fades to pass. There goes a long,
looping aerial and it's hobbled between the Bowdoin secondary and
a Bates wingman. I believe that
was Pappas. Let me have my
glasses. Yes, that was Pappas, big
number 37, a 21-year-old, six-foot,
180-pound flankman from Quincy,
Mass.
And there's a quick kick. Chumbook got it away. A twisting spiral
and the leather lands on the Bowdoin 20 and bounds crazily out of
bounds. And there's a rhubarb down
on the field. The Polar Bear captain is claiming Moose Dirnaria
knocked him down on that last
play. Well, nobody got ejected and
and the rhubarb is over.
Stone Wall Snows Sneak
And it's Bowdoin's ball on their
own 20 yard marker, half-way in
between the sideline markers, near
the south end of the gridiron.
There's a fake line buck, no, it's a
lateral, no, a quarterback sneak up
the middle and Cosgrove meets a
stone wall and is snowed under by
half the Bates team. The Black and
White calls time out.
And while it's time out down on
the field, let's interrupt this play-byplay account of the game and hear
some of the band music . . .
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Bard well Makes Bears'
Football Final

Maine Central Institute
Cremates Frosh, 67-Ouch
By Norm Sadovitz
In a completely one-sided contest, Maine Central Institute romped
over the Bates frosh footballers
to the lopsided score of 67-0 Friday
afteroon at Garcelon Field.

a 30 yard return to the Bates ten,
where a line buck clicked. The
conversion was once again. A 35
yard pass gave M.C.I, its third
score of the period bringing their
total to 41.

Early in the first period, the
Centralers started their scoring
spree. The opening kickoff was
carried down to the Bates 15 yard
line, where a series of line plays
clicked for the first score. The conversion was good, and within three
minutes of the opening whistle,
M.C.I, was ahead 7-0. The second
six-pointer came near the end of
the quarter. A Central pass was
snatched from a host of defenders
in the end zone for the tally. The
kick was good and the score at the
end of the first quarter stood
M.C.I. 14, Frosh 0.

The massacre continued in the
last frame. The visitors started
with a 70 yard march for one scoTe
and added another to bring the
total up to 53 with a 35 yard bootleg play. The scoreboard continued to click off digits six at a
time on a 20 yard runback of an
intercepted pass, and finally on a
long run. At the end of the game,
the visitors were again threatening
within the Kittens' ten yard line.

Bobkittens Play Good Ball
In the second period, the Bobkittens played their ball of the afternoon. Only one M.C.I, score
was posted in this frame. A long
pass from the Bates 35 yard line
was complete for the tally. It may
be noted that almost half of the
Frosh's
ground
yardage
was
gained in this quarter in a 40 yard
punt runback by Leo Mackey.
M.C.I, led 20-0 at the half.
Goodbye, Mr. Chip*!
In the second half, excellent
passing combined with a powerful
attack completely overwhelmed the
Bobkittens. The second half kickoff was run back 40 yards by
M.C.I., and a series of passes good
for another 47 yards added another
six points. The second score of the
yeriod was on an interception and

By Mel King
Bardwell moved into the final
round of the intramural football
league playoffs last week although
the semi-final playoffs failed to get
underway as scheduled.
Smith South forfeited to Bardwell to allow last year's champions to attain the finals. The first
game of the playoffs, between OffCampus and Middle, scheduled for
last Wednesday, was postponed
until Monday when some of the
stalwarts from Smith Middle succumbed to the Common's cooking
and were unable to show up for
the game.
The winner of Monday's playoff game between Off-Campus and
the highly-favored Middle team
was slated to play Bardwell yesterday afternoon, according to intramural
schedule
maker
Bill
Bowyer.

Frosh Practice Runbacks
The Bobkittens gained most of
their yardage returning kickoffs
and at least were given plenty of
opportunity in this phase of the
game. Otherwise, the Bates offense
either stood still or moved backwards. The M.C.I, line, considered
one of the best in the state in
their
class,
overpowered
the
Frosh ground attack. The pass defense was just as effective.
In contrast, the Bates defensive
line was like a sieve, and the pass
defense atrocious. The statistical
totals may be more impressive —
total yardage gained. M.C.I. 435,
Bates 84, not including losses.
Bad Year All Around
Coach Walt Slovenski certainly
has had his baptism of fire in his
first year at Bates. Slovenski lost
both of his first string tackles by
injuries before the season even
started and injuries during the season have plagued the team just as

Chance male passers-by have
probably noticed this fall that
girls' gym uniforms have undergone a decidedly radical realignment. This year the gals have
been issued Kinsey-ish red shorts
as an invigorating replacement for
the traditional, Puritanically austere white semi-shorts.
This decision is unquestionably
a major concession by the administration to the repeated student
demands
for
liberalization
of
campus policy. It represents a
great
stride
toward increasing
good feeling on the part of the
women toward the administration,
the administration toward the men
and the men toward the women.
TRACK NOTICE
All men who are planning to
become candidates for either
the varsity or freshman track
teams should contact Coach
Walt Slovenski at his office in
the men's locker room before
Nov. 15.
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state series championship, scored in every quarter to smother the
Bates eleven, 28-6, before a large homecoming crowd Saturday at
Garcelon Field.
Bowdoin thus took over undis- and rifled a long aerial to Fred
puted first place in the state series Flemming who had raced past the
race with a record of two wins and Garnet secondary. Flemming grabno losses. The worst the Bruns- bed the ball in stride on the Bates
wick eleven can do is tie for the 20 and continued untouched into the
crown. Maine and Colby are tied end zone. McBride missed again
for second place with one win and with his conversion attempt and
one loss apiece, while the riddled the score remained 12-0 at the inBobcats occupy the cellar with two termission, although Richie Raia
defeats in two starts. The title will inerccpted a Cosgrove pass on the

I

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Best!
Quality

Service

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

Chumbook (92) and Higgins (51 ) leap high to deflect a Bowdoin
Photo by Conklin
pass as Raia (42) stands by.
be decided Saturday at Brunswick Bowdoin 45 and raced to the 13.
when Bowdoin and Maine clash. However, the Garnet attack fizBowdoin Drives 75 Yards
zled and the winners took over on
After the two teams sparred downs.
about the field for the majority of Bowdoin Scores
Bowdoin upped the count to 19-0
the first quarter, Bowdoin drove
75 yards for the first score. Quar- at the 5:45 mark of the third peterback Jack Cosgrove passed to riod, again driving 75 yards for the
Roger Levesquc for a first down on score. With first down on the Bowthe Bowdoin 37. Three running plays doin 43, Cosgrove passed to Roux
ground out a first down on the 48 on the Bates 17. John McGovern
and after a pass was incomplete, swept over from the nine for the
Levesque scooted to the Bates 39 third Bowdoin score. Levesque's
for another first down. Four more conversion made it 19-0.
plays brought the ball to the Gar- And Howe!
At the beginning of the final
net nine yard line.
Here the Bobcats temporarily stanza, the Bears went over again.
halted the surge but on last down Bob Chumbook punted out of
Cosgrove fired a seven-yard pass bounds on the Bates 28. Milliken
into the end zone where Lewiston- went to the 17 and two plays later
ite Don Roux made a fancy catch fullback Ted Howe scored through
between two Bates defenders for the left side of the line from 13
the score. Jim McBride missed the yards out. Levesque again conextra point and Bowdoin led 6-0 at verted.
Bowdoin threatened again five
the quarter.
minutes later but the Bobcats stole
Garnet March Foiled
the ball on their own three yard
Apparently unimpressed by the
line. On the first play, Herb MorBowdoin score the Garnets marchton was tackled in the end zone
ed downfield at the beginning of
for a safety and the Bowdoin side
the second period to the enemy
of the scoreboard showed a big 28.
27. However, on last down an end
However, the Hatchmen were
sweep lost three yards and the
not beaten yet. A Bowdoin fumble
Polar Bears tqok another shot at
was recovered by Bob Bean on the
the end zone. This time it took
Bears' 37. Dave Higgins, playing
three plays. Gordon Milliken went
quarterback in place of the injured
for three yards and Cosgrove passDave Harkins, passed to Charley
ed to Mel Totman for a first down
Pappas on the 17 for a first down.
on the 40.
On the next play, Higgins threw
On the next play Cosgrove faded
(Continued on page eight)
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Lewiston
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413 Main St, Lewiston
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at
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much. In looking at the facts that
many of his starters never played
organized ball before and the brief
practice time the team had before
the season's opener, it is little
wonder the Frosh have been
slammed around the gridiron this
fall.
At 2:30 p. m. Friday on Garcelon Field, the Bobkittens face another prep school powerhouse in
the Hebron Academy squad. The
Frosh have not scored a point in
competition this- year.

Courtesy
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By Pete Knapp
Bowdoin's hungry Polar Bears, eyeing a possible undisputed
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WVBC Schedule
Monday:
9:00 News
9:05 Up Front
(Joe College)
9:15 Top Vocalists
(Jim Weiner)
9:30 Chatter Program
(Dick Ehrenfeld)
9:45 News Analysis
(Weber and Wyllie)
10:00 Showtime
10:30 Idiots Delight
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Tuesday:
9:00 News
9:05 Sports
(Lougfalin)
9:15 Mix It Up (Pete Hutchinson)
9:30 Double Cyn
(Eaves and Parsons)
9:45 Campus Chatter
(Jamie LeMrre)
10:00 Jazz
(Pete Sadetsky)
(Once a month Smoky and
Dave)
10:30 That Old Black Magic
(Jack Eisner)
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Wednesday:
9:00 News
9:05 Sports
(Schmuta)
9:15 Hillbilly Musk (Davenport)
9:30 Serial
(Ann Sabo)
9:45 Barry Gray Meadoughs
(Ray Meadoughs)
10:00 Side by Side
10:30 Disc Jockey
(Bruce Chan<»er)
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off
Thursday:
9:00 News
9:05 Up Front
(Joe College)
9:15 Disc
(Bridgeforth and Chokalin)
9:30 Latin American
(Bobby Brown)
9:45 From Sept. On
(Pete Packard)
10:00 Al Pospisii
10:30 Your Gal
10:55 News
11:00 Sign Off

Calendar
Wednesday
Tea for freshman women,
Phillips' home, 3-5 p. m.

In The Looking Glass
(Continued from page four)
Df. as the people that run it Well, wc
don't claim to be geniuses, do we,
old boy.

Friday:
9:00 News
Friday
9:05 Sports
(Craven)
Rehearsal for Stu-G Installa9:15 Piano
(Dick Short)
tion, Chapel, 9:05 a. m.
9:30 Dream Time
Football, Freshmen vs. Hebron
9:45 Disc
Rally
(Judy Clark and Bob Damon)
Saturday
10:00 Request Show
(Kyte, Meet the Teachers
Football, Bates vs. Colby, 1:30
once a month)
p. in.
10:30 Disc Request Show
Dance, Chase Hall, 8-11:45 p. m.
10:55 News
Sunday
11:00 Sign Off
Stu-G
Freshman
Installation,
Saturday:
Chapel,
7-8:30
p.
m.
10:00 Music
(to be arranged)
12:00 Sign Off
Monday
Sunday:
FTA Meeting, Women's Union,
7:00 Symphony Hall
8-9:30 p. m.
(to be arranged) Tuesday
9:00 Sign Off
Club night

(Continued from page seven)
to Don Smith who fell over the
goal line for the lone Bates tally.
Bean's attempted conversion was
low.

reported the results of a continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

Most of the group agreed claims
that the candidates are political
'captives', both parties, for the
most part were unfounded. Party
unity was stressed as essential.
Weatherbee felt, as did Hakes,
that
corruption in government
could best be taken care of by
Eisenhower. They did not believe
that Stevenson would be particularly effective in throwing out
members of his own party who,
they presumed, are responsible for
most of the corruption.
The group as a whole expected
little if any change in Maine politics, with the succession of a new
governor
(Cross)
and
senator
(Payne). Seniority was lost with
Brewster, but an Eisenhower man
gained with Payne. It was the consensus
of
opinion
that
little
change could be expected as long
as the same party kept winning all
the time.

(Continued from page five)
playing, and whipped up something
new and exciting.
The fourth quarter was more lively, Bowdoin was penalized five yards
for being illegally formed. But
somehow, the score jumped to 26-0
shortly after this. Our theory is that
the referees were not totally unbiased.

Action At Last
The real action of the game occurred in the last three minutes, when
Higgins and Smith, Inc., scored the
really decisive touchdown of the afternoon. There was much ecstasy as
Bates fans looked happily at the neon
lights of the scoreboard blazing out
a 6-28 moral victory for Bates.

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE
A responsible consulting organization has

(Continued from page two)
that because civil rights is a "hot
issue," the Democrats will not attempt to do anything about it. He
felt that they were insincere in
their filibuster and FEPC claims.
Weatherbee did believe that the
Taft-Hartley act would be amended, and possibly repealed (in event
of a Stevenson victory).

Cheer Squad

and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

Bowdoin Game

New Faces

If you are still interested, I can
write you in a couple of weeks
and tell you a little about how we
treat the freshmen here at Bates
— Okydoke. See you soon, Johnny-

We distinctly saw them give Bowdoin
two chances to kickoff.
To compensate for Bowdoin's
slight edge, Bates put twelve men on
the field. This play was not successful. Bowdoin, in retaliation, became
quite possessive about the ball . . . one
of their boys intercepted a pass, then
dived on the ball and curled around
it in true embryo position. As if this
were not enough, the referees gave
Bowdoin two points for spasming on
the goal line a few minutes later.
Next there were many minor tackles
and the backfield moved illegally.

A group of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields— 10 to 40 a day.
45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of
10 years each.

examination, including X-ray pictures, by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears and throat
The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated:
"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

At the beginning and at the end of the sixmonths period each smoker was given a thorough

Buy CHESTERFIELD.Mwli Mjder
Copyright 1952.
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